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Spanish Arab Fashion returns with a Arab and Spanish fashion and accessories show
in Madrid
Spanish Arab fashion returns with an event organized by the Spanish Arab
Magazine,at Madrid's Real Casino de Madrid and a Fashion Film

Spanish Arab Fashion returns with a fashion and accessories event, organized by the
Spanish Arab Magazine, at the Royal Casino of Madrid and a Fashion Film to show.
After a break due to the restrictions imposed by Covid19, the Spanish Arab magazine
organized an Arab and Spanish fashion and accessories show - Spanish Arab Fashionat the Real Casino in Madrid, Spain.
This event aims to recover the success of the previous editions of the Spanish Arab
Fashion organized in its day by the NGO Art & Culture without Borders chaired by
Soumaya Akbib, president of the Spanish Arab Magazine and organizer of this event.
On this occasion, the designers Siham el Habti, SH Collection, Ambatik, Santiago
Prada Joyas, Akhoub Couture, Chique Mon Aire, and Youssef Chreiba presented
their collections.
The Spanish Arab magazine, born in 2020, is a tool to establish relationships of trust
and create opportunities for exchange and cultural visibility. Fashion knows no
borders and a clear example of this is this meeting in which Arab and European
cultures meet, in order to seek integration and promote freedom and cultural
diversity
MON AIR
Mon Air is a Spanish fashion atelier with a vintage air evoking past times, without
forgetting the present. They give soul to each design and give it shape, giving it a
name that does not go unnoticed in time. They dress for special occasions:
Communions, Ceremonies, Weddings and special celebrations. Their models are
versatile, have a double personality, which changes depending on the accessories
with which it is combined.
SH COLLECTION
SH Collection was born in 2011 in Qatar, by Shaikha Alhamadi.
Their designs are traditional with an elegant touch and look. Made of craftsmanship
and combination colors, materials and uses. It offers a wide variety for every

occasion, from exclusive to casual clothes. SH Collection is inspired by an exquisite
shopping experience with affordable prices.
AKOUB COUTURE
Akoub Couture is a Moroccan luxury caftan firm. Akoub Couture garments are
authentic works of art, where both design and details are taken care of to the fullest.
Luxury and beauty come together in unique and exclusive pieces.
AMBATIK SEDAS
Artisan firm of painting on silk that offers from shawls to fans and accessories with
original primer and 100% handmade. Products designed and personalized with
delicacy and great care. Ambatik offers quality, craftsmanship and creativity through
unique and unrepeatable products.
SANTIAGO PRADA
Jewelry specializing in gemology, artisanal and avant-garde techniques. Prada firmly
believes in the value of signature jewelry, unique pieces or limited series, always using
noble metals, natural gems, and manual application of finishes, such as enameling
on glass.
At the afternoon show, Santiago Prada’s jewels and accessories were accompanied
by dresses fom the Galician designer Míriam Guerreiro, designed and embroidered
exclusively for Spanish Arab Magazine.
The shoes worn by the models are by Mariela Madrid, an atelier of made-to-measure
luxury footwear.

Spanish Arab Magazine presented an award to Wafa Ben Kalifa, from a work by
Franck Sastre and Asún González, world-renowned Spanish artists.
Next, a tea snack was served with champagne, English sandwiches and Arabic
sweets. Pablo Sebastián entertained the afternoon, at the piano with typicalLy
Madrid music. The renowned dancer, Sahra Ardah, offered a spectacular belly
dance.
A raffle was presented that included a trip to Doha, courtesy of Spanish Arab
Magazine, Mariela'sshoes; three jewels by Santiago Prada and a bag by Bulgari, and
a traditional tunic, courtesy of Youssef Chreiba.
Among the guests were members of the diplomatic corps accredited in Spain, HRH
Princess Beatrice of Orleans, HRH Princess Ana Maria Al Senusi of Libya, as well as
Maria José Cantudo and Laila Rahaoui Damas.
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If you need more information, you can contact

Somaya Akbib
comunicacion@spanisharabmagazine.com
Raquel Gamallo
Fashion Department Spanish Arab Magazine
raquel@spanisharabmagazine.com
+34 625473584
Thank you!!!

